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QUESTION 1

An organization is designing an integration solution to replicate financial transaction data from a legacy system into a
data warehouse (DWH). 

The DWH must contain a daily snapshot of financial transactions, to be delivered as a CSV file. Daily transaction
volume exceeds tens of millions of records, with significant spikes in volume during popular shopping periods. 

What is the most appropriate integration style for an integration solution that meets the organization\\'s current
requirements? 

A. Event-driven architecture 

B. Microservice architecture 

C. API-led connectivity 

D. Batch-triggered ETL 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

Correct answer is Batch-triggered ETL Within a Mule application, batch processing provides a construct for
asynchronously processing larger-than-memory data sets that are split into individual records. Batch jobs allow for the
description of a 

reliable process that automatically splits up source data and stores it into persistent queues, which makes it possible to
process large data sets while providing reliability. In the event that the application is redeployed or Mule crashes, the
job 

execution is able to resume at the point it stopped. 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A business process involves two APIs that interact with each other asynchronously over HTTP. Each API is
implemented as a Mule application. API 1 receives the initial HTTP request and invokes API 2 (in a fire and forget
fashion) while API 2, upon completion of the processing, calls back into API l to notify about completion of the
asynchronous process. 

Each API Is deployed to multiple redundant Mule runtimes and a separate load balancer, and is deployed to a separate
network zone. 

In the network architecture, how must the firewall rules be configured to enable the above Interaction between API 1
and API 2? 

A. To authorize the certificate to be used both APIs 

B. To enable communication from each API\\'s Mule Runtimes and Network zone to the load balancer of the other API 

C. To open direct two-way communication between the Mule Runtimes of both API\\'s 

D. To allow communication between load balancers used by each API 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

*

 If your API implementation involves putting a load balancer in front of your APIkit application, configure the load
balancer to redirect URLs that reference the baseUri of the application directly. If the load balancer does not redirect
URLs, any calls that reach the load balancer looking for the application do not reach their destination. 
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*

 When you receive incoming traffic through the load balancer, the responses will go out the same way. However, traffic
that is originating from your instance will not pass through the load balancer. Instead, it is sent directly from the public IP
address of your instance out to the Internet. The ELB is not involved in that scenario. 

*

 The question says "each API is deployed to multiple redundant Mule runtimes", that seems to be a hint for self hosted
Mule runtime cluster. Set Inbound allowed for the LB, outbound allowed for runtime to request out. 

*

 Hence correct way is to enable communication from each API\\'s Mule Runtimes and Network zone to the load
balancer of the other API. Because communication is asynchronous one Reference:
https://docs.mulesoft.com/apikit/4.x/configure-load-balancer-task 

 

QUESTION 3

Which Exchange asset type represents a complete API specification in RAML or OAS format? 

A. Connectors 

B. REST APIs 

C. API Spec Fragments 

D. SOAP APIs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What Is a recommended practice when designing an integration Mule 4 application that reads a large XML payload as a
stream? 

A. The payload should be dealt with as a repeatable XML stream, which must only be traversed (iterated-over) once and
CANNOT be accessed randomly from DataWeave expressions and scripts 

B. The payload should be dealt with as an XML stream, without converting it to a single Java object (POJO) 

C. The payload size should NOT exceed the maximum available heap memory of the Mute runtime on which the Mule
application executes 

D. The payload must be cached using a Cache scope If It Is to be sent to multiple backend systems 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: If the size of the stream exceeds the maximum, a STREAM_MAXIMUM_SIZE_EXCEEDED error is
raised. 
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QUESTION 5

Mule application is deployed to Customer Hosted Runtime. Asynchronous logging was implemented to improved
throughput of the system. But it was observed over the period of time that few of the important exception log messages
which were used to rollback transactions are not working as expected causing huge loss to the Organization.
Organization wants to avoid these losses. Application also has constraints due to which they cant compromise on
throughput much. What is the possible option in this case? 

A. Logging needs to be changed from asynchronous to synchronous 

B. External log appender needs to be used in this case 

C. Persistent memory storage should be used in such scenarios 

D. Mixed configuration of asynchronous or synchronous loggers should be used to log exceptions via synchronous way 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Correct approach is to use Mixed configuration of asynchronous or synchronous loggers shoud be used to
log exceptions via synchronous way Asynchronous logging poses a performance-reliability trade-off. You may lose
some messages if Mule crashes before the logging buffers flush to the disk. In this case, consider that you can have a
mixed configuration of asynchronous or synchronous loggers in your app. Best practice is to use asynchronous logging
over synchronous with a minimum logging level of WARN for a production application. In some cases, enable INFO
logging level when you need to confirm events such as successful policy installation or to perform troubleshooting.
Configure your logging strategy by editing your application\\'s src/main/resources/log4j2.xml file 
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